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Adult ed has an entirely new meaning, thanks to this first-of-its-kind guide to bondage in consensual

relationships.Authored by renowned bondage expert Chanta Rose, Bondage for Sex: Vol. I corrects

the many misconceptions about bondage and introduces readers to the intensely stimulating world

of kinky sex.With professional, step-by-step instruction and graphic, full color photography, the book

allows Chanta Rose to escort her readers to a world of dominance, submission and ultimate sexual

pleasure.So if youâ€™re curious about bondage, or are seriously fantasizing about trying it, donâ€™t

miss out on one of lovemakingâ€™s kinkiest turn-ons. Chanta Rose wants to show you the ropes!
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Every year we hear more about bondage, BDSM and other fetishes. Every day, these acts become

more acceptable, but to many, bondage is still one of the last taboos and certainly not something to

be used for sex, even if that is someones fantasy. We felt that people interested in bondage just

didn't know where to begin. Bondage is a wonderful way to enhance your love-making but when we

looked we could not find any resources on the subject. How would people know how to tie safely,

what knot to use, which rope to buy and most importantly, how to approach their partner with the

idea of kinky sex? "Bondage for Sex" was a book that needed to be written and Chanta Rose does

a wonderful job of breaking down the barriers and making rope bondage simple for all who wish to

try it. Filled with step by step photography, Bondage for Sex it is perfect for the couple that prefers to



I cannot imagine living in a world where I had a secret desire and no outlet for it. Where my fantasy

was taboo, or where I was unable to know where to start. Bondage used in love-making is not taboo

or difficult in my world, and if it is in yours then I wrote this book for you. Rope need not be

intimidating, nor should approaching your partner with your desires. Bondage is not a weapon but a

tool that requires trust and respect. "Bondage for Sex" will guide you on your journey into kinky

love-making and answer all of your questions along the way.

Fantastic Book. This was my first book, and a very good introductory book. I really like the fact that

everything is geared toward sexual positions, so most of the ties don't take hours to apply. I tried

pretty much every position in the book and enjoyed most of them, although a couple are a little too

strict for most girls. I also own a copy of Complete Shibari, which was a little more advanced. I like

both books though, and used lots of ideas from both.

Well, I haven't started with the ropes yet, but this looks like a great starter book. The pictures are of

real people, and the step by step instructions seem very clear. Oh, the pictures are pretty hot too.

:)Seriously, this seems to cover what I have noticed are the most common types of ties and

configurations one would need to get past the basics of being a rigger.

I don't know what it is about S/M that fascinates me, but this one is really the best one on the

subject of the Do's Don't's of bondage, me & my ex engaged in this practice a lot when we were

married, & it has to be done right in order to get the maximum benefit of the act itself, Chanta Rose

is one you can trust on this subject simply because she herself has been on the giving & recieving

end of this practice, I have seen enough of her pictures on the Internet to know this to be true, there

are lots of books on this subject, but this one is the best one I have read so far on the subject &

Chanta Rose is a true professional in this book..

Best book on the subject out there.

It is what its title says. This book is full of nicely presented ideas of some rope bondage for sex. Not

for decoration. Not for teaching you of elaborate ropework. Tie instructions skip some steps once

and again though. Not a big problem because knots/hitches used are very basic but still effective

ones. Beautiful models and very nice pictures. Overall very good book. I recommend it.



Awesome book to have in your library or for the beginner! Tastefully done with high quality pictures

and instructions for the rope work.

I had borrowed a friends and looked through it. Liked it so much I had to have my own copy. For my

needs and desires right now it is great. The pictures go with the instructions/descriptions and I like

that additional support or demonstration.

A decent book to get you started but the information and photos are so out of date it's hard to take

them seriously
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